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a b s t r a c t

As a part of probabilistic risk (or safety) assessment (PRA or PSA) of nuclear power plants (NPPs), the
primary role of human reliability analysis (HRA) is to provide credible estimations of the human error
probabilities (HEPs) of safety-critical tasks. In this regard, it is vital to provide credible HEPs based on
firm technical underpinnings including (but not limited to): (1) how to collect HRA data from available
sources of information, and (2) how to inform HRA practitioners with the collected HRA data. Because of
these necessities, the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission and the Korea Atomic Energy Research
Institute independently developed two dedicated HRA data collection systems, SACADA (Scenario
Authoring, Characterization, And Debriefing Application) and HuREX (Human Reliability data EXtrac-
tion), respectively. These systems provide unique frameworks that can be used to secure HRA data from
full-scope training simulators of NPPs (i.e., simulator data). In order to investigate the applicability of
these two systems, two papers have been prepared with distinct purposes. The first paper, entitled
“SACADA and HuREX: Part 1. The Use of SACADA and HuREX Systems to Collect Human Reliability Data”,
deals with technical issues pertaining to the collection of HRA data. This second paper explains how the
two systems are able to inform HRA practitioners. To this end, the process of estimating HEPs is
demonstrated based on feed-and-bleed operations using HRA data from the two systems.
© 2021 Korean Nuclear Society, Published by Elsevier Korea LLC. This is an open access article under the

CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

In complex systems such as nuclear power plants (NPPs), the
reliability and performance of human operators interacting with
the machine systems play an essential role in the risk of the system
as a whole. Human reliability analysis (HRA) identifies significant
human errors in the operations and maintenance of complex sys-
tems and estimates their probabilities. For enhancing the credibility
of HRA activities and results, it is crucial to obtain human reliability
data which provide a technical underpinning of the estimated
human error probabilities (HEPs) [1]. The HRA community has
collected various kinds of human reliability data to provide
empirical evidence. Table 1 shows examples of previous works that
collected human reliability data from simulator training.

Human reliability data collection often requires considerable
expertise and resources to handle the following complicating
Chang), kshpjk@kaeri.re.kr
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factors. First, human errors in fields engaging highly trained oper-
ators are infrequently observed. To collect data for such kinds of
human error, many tasks or events should be attempted. Second,
the contexts that contribute to error occurrences, as represented by
the performance influencing factors (PIFs) in HRA, are diverse. The
identification of such contexts necessitates an in-depth under-
standing of human and machine interactions. The collection and
analysis of data to estimate the PIFs' effects on HEPs could be thus
resource-intensive. Lastly, the administrative process for gaining
access to PIF information from the simulated or real-world in-
cidents could be tedious.

As two of the examples listed in Table 1, the SACADA (Scenario
Authoring, Characterization, And Debriefing Application) and
HuREX (Human Reliability data EXtraction) systems have recently
produced a relatively large amount of human reliability data from
full-scope simulator training records. SACADA allows plant staff to
select key tasks and supports them in evaluating their successes or
failures during operator simulator training. HuREX invites HRA
domain experts to review raw data, such as videos and chrono-
logical logs that archive the responses of systems and operators,
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Table 1
Examples of collecting operator performance information for HRA.

Purpose Data Reference

HRA method development ORE (Operator Reliability Experiments) [2e4]
Observations for MERMOS (M�ethode d'Evaluation et de R�ealisation des Missions Op�erateurs pour la SÛret�e) [5,6]
SACADA (Scenario Authoring, Characterization, and Debriefing Application) [7]
HuREX (Human Reliability data Extraction) [8]
CORE (Computerized Operator Reliability and Error) [9]

Update of HEPs in PRA models Simulator Data Collection in the Czech Republic [10]
Evaluation of HRA methods International HRA empirical studies [11e14]

US HRA empirical studies [15]
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and to evaluate the human error occurrences. The first paper
described the similarities and differences between the SACADA and
HuREX systems in detail. This (second) paper discusses the use of
the two data collection systems for HEP quantification. This paper
demonstrates the process of HEP quantification using the data from
the two systems to exemplify the possible use of simulator data in
HRA and to compare the characteristics of both data sources and
related processes.

A large portion of studies generated human reliability data
geared for specific HRA methods, and hence, the application pro-
cess of the collected data was also dependent on specific HRA
methods. For example, Moieni et al. [2e4] conducted the operator
reliability experiments from the simulators of US plants and pre-
sented a quantification method for a failure probability to initiate a
timely response based on the experiment data. UJV Rez researchers
collected human reliability data from a simulator and updated the
HEPs quantified by the existing HRA models based on the data
insights [9]. On the other hand, the SACADA and HuREX systems
collect data from full-scope simulators based on general human
performance taxonomies instead of specific HRA methods. The
current paper, therefore, tries to reveal how to use these kinds of
data to practically estimate the HEPs of human failure events
(HFEs). It is worth noting that while the processes presented in this
paper describe use-cases for the two selected data sources, various
approaches are available depending on the application purpose.
2. Use of SACADA data for quantifying the HEPs of HFEs

2.1. Data structure of the SACADA system

The scenario structure of the Westinghouse pressurized water
reactors for operator simulator training was the blueprint for
developing the SACADA data structure, which consists of three
hieratical components: scenario, plant malfunction (malfunction,
hereafter), and the training objective element (TOE). A scenario
typically consists of a few malfunctions, and a malfunction consists
of a few TOEs. The TOEs are the data units of SACADA's HEP
quantification.

The TOEs of a malfunction represent the expected activities by
operators in response to the malfunction and typically cover the
macro-cognitive functions of detection, understanding, decision-
making, and action. The number and composition of the macro-
cognitive functions vary between malfunctions, and operator per-
formance is evaluated against the performance expectations of the
TOEs. The TOEs of a malfunction include the operator responses
directly addressing the malfunction (e.g., open a valve) and the
emergency plan requirements (e.g., declare the emergency action
level and make a public address announcement to alert the onsite
workers about the plant condition). Scenario developers specify the
TOEs based on procedural instructions for effective and efficient
discussion of operator performance in simulator training, but the
scope of each TOE could correspond to a procedural instruction, a
897
procedural step, or a few procedural steps. Depending on the
training emphases, the time available for training, and other con-
siderations, the scenario developers may adjust the TOEs per
malfunction. As a result, the TOEs of the same plant malfunction
could vary between scenarios. The following shows the 14 TOEs
specified for a steam generator tube rupture (SGTR) event with a
stuck-open SG power-operated relief valve (PORV):

1. Report the alarm(s)/indications of the SGTR to the unit su-
pervisor using direct communication.

2. Manually initiate reactor trip and safety injection (SI) when
directed or when the pressurizer (PZR) level decreases
to < 8%.

3. Direct reactor trip and enter the emergency operating pro-
cedure (EOP-0) “Reactor Trip or Safety Injection."

4. Direct/ensure that the immediate actions of EOP-0 are
completed.

5. Transition to EOP-3 00Steam Generator Tube Rupture."
6. Identify the ruptured SG.
7. Control the PZR pressure to minimize break flow.
8. Identify the failed-open SG PORV.
9. Isolate the failed-open SG PORV.

10. Complete isolation of the ruptured SG:

a. Isolate auxiliary feedwater (AFW) to the ruptured SG;
b. Isolate blowdown from the ruptured SG;
c. Adjust the PORV setpoint (1260e1265 psig) on the

ruptured SG;
d. Close the main steam isolation valve on the ruptured SG.
11. Properly select and maintain the target temperature for
cooldown based on the chart provided in EOP-3.

12. Initiate the cooldown.
13. Depressurize the reactor coolant system (RCS) to meet the SI

termination criteria before either of the following occur:
(<9 min from target temp reached)

a. SG PORV or safety valve opens;
b. SG narrow range level goes off-scale high.
14. Terminate SI.
2.2. Assumption for quantification

SACADA uses the context similarity approach [7] in analyzing
data to informHEP estimates. The assumption is that different tasks
with the same context have similar human reliability. Therefore,
the grouping of data points to calculate human reliability is based
on the context instead of the actual task (e.g., secure emergency
diesel generator 1A). As stated previously, SACADA's data units are
TOEs, and each TOE has its context, which is a combination of the
cognitive type and the PIF statuses. Context similarity assessment
between TOEs assesses the similarity of cognitive types and PIF
statuses of the TOEs.

Each TOE has one and only one of the following four cognitive
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types to indicate the TOE's primary cognitive demands: detecting/
monitoring information, understanding the situation, deciding how
to respond, and taking action to change the scenario course. Each
PIF has discrete statuses. For example, the Cognitive basis PIF dis-
tinguishes cognitive demands by three discrete statuses: skill-
based, procedure-based, and knowledge-based. The Workload PIF
also has three discrete statuses: normal, concurrent demands, and
multiple concurrent demands. Human reliability experts and nu-
clear plant instructors jointly developed the PIFs to cover all the
significant factors affecting operator reliability in the simulator
exercises. The PIF statuses aim to be intuitive to the operators with
distinguishable key differences because it is the nuclear plant op-
erators themselves who enter the SACADA data.

When TOEs have the same cognitive type and PIF statuses, then
the TOEs have a perfect context similarity. Conversely, the TOEs
having different cognitive types have no context similarity. The
TOEs having the same cognitive type but different PIF status com-
binations have a context similarity between no similarity and
perfect similarity. Using the data points from the TOEs with perfect
context similarity to calculate HEPs is desirable but not practical
because the number of PIF status combinations ranges from 60,000
to 3 million between SACADA's four cognitive types [16]. The data
points of a specific context are likely insufficient to calculate the
HEP with a good statistical basis. SACADA data analysis only groups
the TOEs with the same cognitive type to calculate HEPs. Step 3 of
Section 2.3 discusses how to evaluate the context similarity.
2.3. Process of HEP calculation

This section discusses the process of using SACADA data directly
to calculate the HEP of an HFE. The analysis process includes the
following steps.

Step 1: Break down the HFE into TOEs: To calculate the HEP of an
HFE, the analyst first represents the HFE by the TOEs critical to
the success of the HFE. The SACADA database provides ample
examples to specify the TOEs.
Step 2: Specify the context of the TOEs: Analysts use the SACADA
taxonomy to specify the context of the TOEs identified in Step 1.
The context is a combination of the cognitive type and the PIF
Posterior Probability ¼ðPrior Probability � Prior ExperienceÞ þ Number of Failures
Prior Experience þ Total Number of TOEs

(1)
statuses.
Step 3: Calculate the HEPs of the TOEs: This step has multiple
approaches. Azarm et al. [17e19] use the statistical significance
testmethod, while Chang [16] uses expert judgment to search the
SACADA database to identify the TOEs with similar contexts.
Nelson et al. [20e23] use a Bayesian belief network (BBN) based
on the SACADA taxonomy to calculate the HEPs by the TOEs with
the same contexts. Groth et al. [24] use SACADA to provide data
supplements to a BBN model with a much larger scope than the
main control activities. Groth's model [24e26] uses SACADA to
provide data supplements to a BBN implementing a taxonomy
different from SACADA, so this model is excluded from discussion
in the following. Once the TOEs are identified, the HEP is simply
the number of failures divided by the total number of TOEs.
898
Azarm et al. [17e19] and Chang [16] both implement the same
process, starting with the PIF statuses (PIF combination) of the TOE
of analysis then gradually relaxing the PIF restriction (i.e., increase
PIF coverage) to identify the PIF combinations with similar context
as the TOE of analysis. Azarm et al. [17e19] use HEP distributions to
determine the similarity with mathematical rigor. The contexts of
two PIF combinations are similar if their HEP distributions have a
large overlap and their distribution means are close. This large
overlap is satisfied if 90% of the 90% credible interval (i.e., interval
between the 5th and 95th percentiles) of the original HEP distri-
bution is covered by the 90% credible interval of the other HEP
distribution. This implies a probability of 81% (0.9*0.9) that a
sample taken from another PIF combination residing in its 90th
percentile will be within the credible interval of the original PIF
combination. This determination process is performed based on the
statistical significance test technique.

Chang [16] relaxes PIF restrictions by first applying a screening
rule to determine the PIFs whose scope cannot be relaxed quickly.
Many of the PIFs in SACADA have three or four statuses repre-
senting different levels of adverse effects on human reliability. For
example, among the three statuses of theWorkload PIF (see Section
2.2), the ‘multiple concurrent demands' is the worst status on hu-
man reliability. The screening rule is that two TOEs do not have a
similar context if, for any PIF, the PIF status of a TOE is at the worst
status and the PIF status of another TOE is not at the worst status.
Therefore, TOEs with a Workload PIF status of ‘multiple concurrent
demands' do not have context similarity with TOEswith aWorkload
PIF status of ‘normal’ or ‘concurrent demands'. However, TOEs with
a Workload PIF status of ‘normal’ may or may not have context
similarity with those with the ‘concurrent demands'. Determina-
tion is made by expert judgment based on the HEP difference be-
tween the two PIF combinations calculated using the SACADA data.

Nelson et al. [20e23] use HUGIN software [27] to build a BBN
using SACADA taxonomy and data. The SACADA data points having
identical PIF combination with the TOE of analysis are identified,
and their failure probability, represented by the number of failures
divided by the total number of TOEs, is employed as the evidence in
the Baysian update (see Equation (1)). HUGIN software applies the
counting-learning algorithm [28,29] (see Equation (1) below) to
calculate the posterior probability.
Analysts provide the prior probabilities and prior experiences
for all PIF combinations, ranging from 60,000 to 3 million combi-
nations between the four macro-cognitive functions in SACADA.
The prior probability indicates an HEP estimated from the prior
knowledge such as literature or expert expectations, while the prior
experience is the weight assigned to the prior probabilities.
Assigning a very small prior experience (e.g., 0.001) in HUGIN lets
the posterior probabilities strongly depend on the available data if
data are available.

Step 4: Calculate the probabilistic sum of the HFE's HEP: Use the
HEPs of the critical tasks from Step 3 to calculate the probabi-
listic sum of the HFE's HEP with Equation (2).
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HEP ðHFEÞ¼1�
YN

i¼1

½1�HEPðTOEiÞ�; for N is the number of TOEs

(2)

3. Use of HuREX data for quantifying the HEPs of HFEs

3.1. Data structure of the HuREX system

As mentioned in the first paper of this series, the HuREX system
distinguishes primitive tasks (PTs), referring to the fundamental
tasks to be performed under procedure instructions, and uses PTs
as the main data points (Section 3.3.1 gives examples of PTs). Each
data point contains information on the PT performance result and
its context. The PTs are classified into information gathering (IG),
situation interpreting (SI), response planning (RP), and execution
(EX) activities. HuREXuses PIF variables to represent the contexts of
a PT. The states of the PIF variables are determined by analyzing the
characteristics of the scenario, procedure, procedure step, proced-
ure sentences, and PTs.

The HuREX data are generated based on three information-
gathering templates (IGTs): response, overview, and unsafe act
(UA) templates, as shown in Fig. 1. The IGTs are connected using the
simulation indices and unsafe act codes to generate an integrated
data table to document a simulation run. The information of the
other simulation runs is added to the same data table. All data
collected to date from the Advanced Power Reactor e 1400 MWe
(APR1400) simulator are placed in an integrated data table that
consists of 45,000 rows and 60 columns. Table 2 shows the example
contents of an integrated table in which each row is a data point. A
data point contains the information of PT type (defined in HuREX),
performance result (success or failure), error mode (i.e., errors of
omission or errors of commission), and the context (PIF variables),
as shown in the columns of Table 2.

Although the point estimation of an HEP with respect to a
specific PT type can be directly determined from the HuREX table,
its contents are also useful for deriving statistical insights based on
diverse analysis techniques. The statistical analysis results from the
data table are converted into decision tree forms or representative
Fig. 1. Data association between differen

899
statistics for use in actual HRA applications.
3.2. Assumptions for quantification

Several assumptions considered for the use of the HuREX data in
HRA applications are as follows. First, the HFE to be analyzed has to
have the same operating environment, such as procedure and
humanemachine interface, as the data collection environment of
the HuREX data. If the data collection environment and the actual
environment in which the HEP is estimated are different, the hu-
man reliability gaps in those environments should be analyzed and
reflected in the HEP. Second, the goals of any particular HFE are
accomplished by following the procedures; therefore, the PTs that
elucidate the HFE are identified based on the procedural in-
structions. If the event requires an action that is not described in
the procedure, the action is not credited as feasible unless it is
proved that the action is skillfully carried out through sufficient
training. When a skill-of-the-craft action is analyzed, it is assumed
that there is an imagined procedure for the action. The third
assumption defines the HEP of an HFE as the sum of the probabil-
ities that critical PTs fail. In general, the success of an HFE requires
the successes of various PTs. To aggregate the failure probabilities of
these PTs for quantifying the HEP of the HFE, this method applies
the rare event approximation. Lastly, critical PTs are assumed to be
those that are essential to satisfy the success criteria of a given HFE,
such as a device manipulation or transferring to a procedural step
that contains other critical PTs.
3.3. Process of HEP calculation

In this paper, the process of calculating an HEP using HuREX
data is based on the EMBRACE (EMpirical data-Based crew Reli-
ability Assessment and Cognitive Error analysis) method. The
detailed process is illustrated in Ref. [30], which describes how to
quantify the failure probability of cognitive errors during the per-
formance of proceduralized tasks. Fig. 2 shows an overview of the
HEP calculation process using the HuREX data. The uppermost
sequence shows the HEP calculation process, and the two blocks in
the middle show the statistical treatments of the HuREX data table
to support the HEP calculation process.
t information-gathering templates.



Table 2
Cell examples of the HuREX data table.

Scenario ID Procedure Step Instruction Error of
omission

PT type Multiple
initiating event

Existence of a failed
indicator

Number of PTs
per step

Note or
caution

170314_#426 A 1 Goal: Check reactivity False Entering the succeeding step in
the procedure

False True 15 False

170314_#426 A 1 Is the reactivity criteria
satisfied?

False Directing information
acquisition

False True 15 False

170314_#426 A 1 Is the reactivity criteria
satisfied?

True Synthetically verifying
information

False True 15 False

170314_#426 B 2 Goal: Check electric
supply

False Entering the succeeding step in
the procedure

False True 8 False

170314_#426 B 2 Is the plant at low
power?

False Directing information
acquisition

False True 8 True

Fig. 2. Process of calculating HEP using HuREX data [30].
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3.3.1. Critical task identification
One of the main features of HEP quantification based on

EMBRACE [30] is that the HFE is decomposed into PTs involved in
the instruction(s) of the procedures performed. In this sense, HEP is
calculated by aggregating the failure probabilities of the PTs, which
is termed primitive human error probability (PEP). Table 3 shows
an example of identifying PTs from procedure instructions. For
example, the instruction to verify whether a particular valve has
been opened is generally performedwith (1) a PT in recognizing the
need for the valve verification action according to the procedure
and requesting another operator to perform the action, and (2) a PT
in verifying the condition of the valve according to the request and
reporting the valve state. This distinction is plausible when oper-
ators in the main control room (MCR) of a nuclear power plant
distinguish the required cognitive activities in accordance with a
command-and-control protocol. For example, the shift supervisor
of the APR1400 can direct other operators to observe the plant
situation or operate machines according to relevant procedures. At
this time, reactor or turbine operators report plant parameter
values or manipulate components based on the instructions of the
shift supervisor.

Because not all PTs in the procedure are related to a given HFE, it
is necessary to identify a set of critical PTs. The critical PTs are those
that satisfy any of the following criteria.

(1) The PTs must be carried out to satisfy the HFE's success
criteria. Example PTs are equipment operation and
communication.

(2) The PTs are the essential transitions to the procedural steps
documenting the PTs that were already selected.

(3) The PTs are related to the checking of the plant conditions as
essential to perform the PTs of (1) or (2) above.
900
(4) The PTs are entries to the procedural steps where other
critical PTs such as (1) to (3) above are located.

In order to select the critical PTs, the critical procedural steps
and the important instructions in the steps are identified in
advance. Guidelines to consistently select the critical steps and
important instructions were developed to enhance the trans-
parency of task analysis; Fig. 3 schematically explains the basic
principle to select a critical step and instruction regarding pro-
cedure transitions. In each case, the red node indicates a critical
step that has been selected previously, and the blue node means a
newly defined critical step. Indices in each node represent the step
sequence number, and it is assumed that the steps in the procedure
are sequentially followed in the order of xe1, x, and xþ1. Steps y and
z belong to Yand Z procedures, respectively. For example, cases 1e4
each show that when a procedural step marked with a red circle is
already picked out as a critical step, the steps before that critical
step are not declared as critical steps. This is because their success
or failure does not affect the performance of the red step. The
dotted arrow to step z in case 4 implies that step x has an in-
struction connecting to two different steps, y and z, but it is evident
that the crew would not proceed to step z. In cases 5 and 6, it is
possible that the crew will skip step y when they inappropriately
carry out the tasks in step x; hence, step x is newly added as a
critical step. The process of step identification is discussed in detail
in Ref. [30].

3.3.2. PIF variable evaluation
To calculate the PEP of each critical PT, the PIF variables that

affect the reliability of the critical PTare evaluated. The PIF variables
evaluated here are the variables revealed as significant from the
regression analysis of the HuREX data. For example, it was found



Table 4
Significant PIF variables.

PT group Significant PIF variable

Information gathering PTs Urgent additional task
Situation interpreting PTs (No variable found)
Response planning PTs PT type

Change of procedure
Negative plant state check
Urgent additional task

Execution PTs PT type
Multiple initiating events
Caution for manipulation
Task attention
Complexity of interface in local controller
Training level of local operation

Fig. 4. Decision tree to calculate the PEP of information gathering PTs.

Table 3
Examples of PTs included in procedural instructions.

Procedure Instruction PT

Verify valve A has opened. RP e directing information
acquisition
IG e verifying the state of
an indicator

Verify steam generator pressure is
stable.

RP e directing information
acquisition
IG e evaluating a trend

Verify the level of tank B with
reference to the attached
graph.

RP e directing information
acquisition
IG e comparing in graph
constraint

Check if residual heat removal
pumps are operable.

RP e directing information
acquisition
IG e synthetically verifying
information

Is the flow of line C lower than
44 l/s and the level of tank D
lowering?

RP e directing information
acquisition
IG e comparing parameters
RP e directing information
acquisition
IG e evaluating a trend

Start Pump D. RP e directing
manipulation (discrete)
EX e simple (discrete)
control

Maintain pressurizer level. RP e directing
manipulation (dynamic)
EX e dynamic manipulation

If pump E has stopped, start pump
F.

RP e directing information
acquisition
IG e verifying the state of
an indicator
RP e directing
manipulation (discrete)
EX e simple (discrete)
control

(Entering a subsequent step) RP e entering the
succeeding step in the
procedure

Go to PROC-01 procedure. RP e directing procedure
transfer

*EX: execution; IG: information gathering; RP: response planning.
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through regression analysis that the presence of ‘Urgent additional
tasks' significantly affects the PEP of the information gathering PTs.
Therefore, it should be evaluated whether the operators are ur-
gently required to perform additional tasks during the process of
performing a critical PT in the given HFE situation. Table 4 lists the
significant PIF variables with respect to representative PT groups.
Fig. 3. Critical step

901
3.3.3. Primitive human error probability calculation
After evaluating all the variables related to the critical PTs, the

PEP of each PT is calculated using a decision tree created based on
the regression result. For example, the PEP of the information
gathering PTs is determined based on the decision tree shown in
Fig. 4 that considers whether or not there is an urgent additional
task. Without the presence of an urgent additional task, the PEP is
4.30E-04. However, in the initial stages of an emergency where
urgent additional tasks exist (e.g., identifying the overall plant
condition and crucial components statuses), the PEP increases by
about 4.5 times.
3.3.4. Recovery failure probability quantification
EMBRACE considers seven recovery sources: (1) self/peer re-

view, (2) diagnosis re-evaluation, (3) apparent cue, (4) shift change,
(5) recheck in stable status, (6) shift technical advisor (STA)
monitoring, and (7) procedure. The recovery failure probability,
which implies the probability of failure in the performance of a
recovery action (i.e., 1e recovery probability), is calculated for each
recovery source. The HuREX data contains estimates regarding the
failure probability of self/peer review recovery; since there are no
empirical data for the other recovery sources, those failure proba-
bilities of error recoveries were estimated based on the HRA
selection cases.
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dependency rule [31]. The meanings and evaluation methods of
each source are as follows.

� Self/peer review: This means recovery activities based on the
MCR instrumentation information or personal knowledge. Ac-
cording to HuREX data analysis, the recovery failure probability
of each PT ranges from 0.5 to 0.9.

� Diagnosis re-evaluation: In the case of emergency diagnosis
procedures, it is assumed that recoveries of the PTs in a diag-
nosis procedure are possible with a probability of 0.5 if there
exists a step in the procedure that reviews the overall situation
diagnosis results.

� Apparent cue: There are human events in which all operators
can immediately confirm a task performance result without
accessing the instrumentation or procedure. An example is that
the operators know that the power supply has been lost simply
by the obvious symptoms of the loss of regular lighting and the
actuation of emergency lighting in theMCR. This kind of event is
judged to be recoverable independently from the HFE. In other
words, the recovery failure probability is estimated to be the
total PEP of the event.

� Shift change recovery: If the HFE is a long-term action of more
than 8 h, crew shift change is credited for the error recovery of
the event. At this time, the errors by the existing crew can be
recovered by the next crewwith a recovery failure probability of
0.05.

� Recheck in stable status: If the HFE grants enough time to
recheck the entire process after performing all the procedures
responding to the accident, the potential error of the event is
recovered with a recovery failure probability of 0.14.

� STA monitoring: Events in which the shift technical advisor can
periodically monitor the crew's results have a recovery failure
probability between 0.14 and 0.5.

� Procedure: If a separate procedural step instructs to verify the
success criteria of the human event, it is assumed that recovery
is possible with a recovery failure probability of 0.5.

Since the recovery failure probabilities regarding the self/peer
reviews are estimated for each PT type from HuREX data, the re-
covery failure probability for this recovery source is calculated and
applied to each PEP. In addition, because the diagnosis re-
evaluation can only be considered in the emergency diagnosis
procedures, this recovery failure probability is applicable to the
PEPs regarding the diagnosis procedure. On the other hand, the
recovery failure probabilities for the other kinds of recovery sources
are integrated into a decision tree for application convenience. By
multiplying the total PEP by the integrated recovery failure prob-
ability, the final HEP is quantified.
3.3.5. Final HEP calculation
The total HEP for a given HFE is calculated by the formula shown

in Fig. 5, where NPEPi is the nominal primitive human error
Fig. 5. Equation calculating HEP using
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probability of the i-th critical PT, PIFvij is the level of the j-th PIF
variable for the i-th PT, SPRi is the recovery failure probability of
self/peer review, DRRi is the recovery failure probability of diag-
nosis re-evaluation, and RFP is the recovery failure probability
considering the other kinds of recovery sources. The detailed
calculation process is discussed in Ref. [30].

4. Case study

This section demonstrates the use of SACADA and HuREX data to
calculate the HEP of the feed-and-bleed (F&B) HFE in a loss of all
feedwater scenario. The main purpose is to use the data available at
the time of writing this paper to show the different HEP calculation
processes discussed in Sections 2.3 and 3.3. The HEPs calculated in
this section may change when more data become available. On
account of the differences between NPPs, procedures, and MCRs,
etc., the HEPs in this work should not be directly applied to other
purposes without adequate analysis.

4.1. Case study: SACADA

The first part of this case study uses SACADA data collected from
a Westinghouse four-loop pressurized water reactor with a con-
ventional MCR simulator. The database used for this demonstration
contains about 18,000 data points (i.e., 18,000 TOEs per crew) [16].

4.1.1. Event description
The initiating event is a loss of all feedwater scenario. The

auxiliary feedwater system (AFW) is not available, leading the op-
erators to conduct F&B to remove decay heat while trying to restore
feedwater to the SGs. The F&B action is in the procedure FR-H1
00Response to Loss of Secondary Heat Sink.” The heat sink critical
safety function status tree (CSFST), which is constantly monitored
by the shift technical advisor during emergency events, provides
the FR-H1 entry conditions that include (1) no SG narrow range
water level is greater than 14% when no adverse containment
condition exists, and (2) the total AFW flow to the SGs is less than
576 gallons per minute. The heat sink CSFST is shown on a com-
puter in the MCR. When a branch's entry condition is reached, the
branch's color changes to alert the operators.

FR-H1 directs operators to check and restore feedwater to the
SGs using the AFW system (e.g., turbine-driven and motor-drive
pumps), main feedwater system, or condensate system. If all
these methods fail, FR-H1 instructs operators to implement F&B to
remove the heat from the RCS. In this scenario, operators need to
trip all reactor coolant pumps (via FR-H1).

The available SACADA data have three F&B scenario variations.
All scenarios start with an SG tube leak event and then progress to
an SGTR event. In two scenarios, all the feedwater systems are not
available that leads to F&B. The other scenario has additional
complications before performing F&B, including a main steamline
leakage, 250 DC ground fault, and turbine control failure. All three
estimates from the HuREX data.
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scenarios involve multiple component and system failures. The
following four TOEs directly relate to the F&B HFE of this discussion,
including TOE descriptions and cognitive types as specified by the
scenario developers.

� Monitoring Critical Safety Functions: The STA monitors the
CSFSTs shown on a computer monitor in the control room to
detect and notify the unit supervisor upon reaching the heat
sink CSFST red path to enter the FR-H1 procedure. The cognitive
type is detecting or monitoring information.

� Transitions to FR-H1: The shift supervisor announces the plant
condition and enters the FR-H1 procedure. The cognitive type is
deciding.

� Trip RCPs: The reactor operator trips the RCPs per the shift su-
pervisor's command. The cognitive type is action.

� Initiate RCS F&B: The reactor operator performs the following
items per the shift supervisor's commands: (1) actuate safety
injection, (2) verify that the feed path alignment is correct, (3)
establish the bleed path, (4) verify that the bleed opening is
sufficient to depressurize the RCS enough for safety injection
flow to enter the RCS, and (5) maintain the F&B until the safety
injection reset criteria is reached. The cognitive type of this TOE
is action.

The above four TOEs are specified from a training perspective to
evaluate the performance of an individual operator or a sub-team.
The first TOE evaluates whether the STA monitors the CSFSTs
closely. The second evaluates the unit supervisor in implementing
the FR-H1 procedure. The third and fourth TOEs evaluate the sub-
team that consists of the reactor operator and unit supervisor in
implementing the actions.

4.1.2. Task analysis and HEP quantification
This section applies the four HEP quantification steps discussed

in Section 2.3 with the use of SACADA data to calculate the HEP of
the F&B HFE. Three different analysis methods are discussed,
namely, those by Azarm et al. [18,19], Nelson et al. [20,23], and
Chang [16], which generate three different F&B HEPs that can act as
an uncertainty range.

Step 1: Break down the HFE into TOEs

To calculate the F&B HEP, Azarm et al. [19] identified 11 TOEs
while Nelson et al. [23] and Chang [16] identified 3 TOEs. The dif-
ference in the number of TOEs mainly stems from the differences in
defining the scope of the F&B HFE. Azarm analyzed the scenario
timing and concluded that the operator's primary procedure path is
started with the reactor trip and safety injection procedure (EOP-0)
because of reactor trip then followed by the reactor trip without
safety injection procedure (ES-01) because SI is not needed. In ES-
01, the operator starts to monitor the heat sink CSFST that leads to
transferring to the loss of the secondary cooling procedure (FR-H1)
because of the red path on the CSFST. The 11 TOEs could be iden-
tified from the employed procedures whose types of primary
cognitive demands and description are the following:

1. Monitoring: Monitor indications to determine Reactor Trip
2. Monitoring: Monitor indications to determine Turbine Trip
3. Monitoring: Monitor indications to determine AC Power

Available
4. Monitoring: Monitor indications to determine SI Status
5. Monitoring: Monitor indications to determine whether SI is

required and to initiate Heat Sink CSFST
6. Monitoring: Monitor SG level and flow to determine the

status of Heat Sink CSFST
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7. Deciding: Transition to FR-H1(Loss of Secondary Heat Sink)
8. Manipulation: Actuate SI
9. Monitoring: Verify feed path

10. Manipulation: Establish bleed path
11. Monitoring: Verify Bleed path

Chang's and Nelson's 3 TOEs start from the monitoring of the
CSFST and end at F&B completion, as described below.

1. Monitoring TOE: The STA monitors the CSFSTs and notifies the
unit supervisor upon reaching the heat sink CSFST red path.
When reaching a branch condition in the CSFST, the branch's
color changes from green to red. Therefore, the signal is salient.
The main challenge to human reliability is that the STA may
divert their attention to other activities that could cause them to
not detect that the FR-H1's entry condition has been reached.

2. Deciding TOE: The unit supervisor implements the FR-H1 pro-
cedure. All the collective decisions to provide an adequate heat
sink are grouped together and represented by a TOE to calculate
their joint HEP. These decisions include entering FR-H1, deter-
mining that none of the feedwater systems are available, dis-
patching plant staff to recover the feedwater systems, directing
RCP trips and F&B actions, etc. This practice is because of the
strong cognitive dependencies and many error recovery op-
portunities between the decisions; stated alternatively, from a
human reliability assessment perspective, modeling each deci-
sion separately does not necessarily provide a more confident
HEP estimate.

3. Action TOE: The RO trips all RCPs and implements the F&B ac-
tions. All the actions to achieve a successful F&B are grouped
together and represented by a TOE.
Step 2: Specify TOE Contexts

Azarm's analysis [19] used the SACADA taxonomy to charac-
terize the context of each of the identified 11 TOEs. Table 5 shows
the contexts of 3 of the 11 TOEs.

Nelson et al. [23] and Chang [16] used three identical TOEs to
calculate the F&B HFE's HEP. Nelson's analysis used the SACADA
data points with the same context as the TOEs of analysis to
calculate HEPs. The contexts are shown in the second column (Basic
Context) in Table 6. Chang used the SACADA's data points with the
same or similar contexts as the TOEs of analysis to calculate the
HEP. As a result, Chang used more data points to calculate the HEP
of each TOE than in Nelson's analysis. The contexts used in Chang's
analysis are the combination of the second and third columns (i.e.,
basic context and expanded context, respectively) in Table 6.

Steps 3 and 4: Calculate the HEPs of the TOEs and F&B HFE

Azarm et al. [19] employ individual statistical significance tests
to identify the TOEs in the SACADA database with similar contexts
to the 11 TOEs identified for this analysis. Nelson et al. [20] apply
the prior probability of 0.001 and the prior experience of 0.001
globally to all PIF combinations, then use HUGIN software [27] to
import the SACADA data to calculate the posterior probabilities.
Nelson's approach only uses the data points with contexts exactly
identical to the contexts of the TOEs of analysis. The HEPs of the
monitoring, deciding, and action TOEs are 3.3E-3, 5.3E-2, and 5.0E-
3, respectively.

Chang's analysis [16] searched the SACADA data to identify the
TOEs with the same or similar context as shown in Table 6, then
calculated the HEPs by directly dividing the number of UNSAT and
the number of TOEs via Microsoft Excel. The calculated HEPs of
monitoring, deciding, and action TOEs are 1.3E-2 (2, 155), 3.4E-3 (4,
1169), and 2.4E-3 (1, 420), respectively, where the values inside the



Table 5
Example TOEs' context used in Azarm's analysis.

TOE Context

Monitor SG level and flow to
determine the status of Heat Sink
CSFST

Cognitive type: Monitoring/Detection
Information source: Computer
Detection mode: Procedure directed
monitoring
Signal: Distinctive change
Workload: Concurrent demands
Time criticality: Extensive time
available
Extend of communication required:
Extensive onsite communication
Other overarching issue: Coordination

Transition to FR-H1 Cognitive type: Deciding
Decision basis: Procedure
Familiarity: Standard
Uncertainty: Clear
Workload: Concurrent demands
Time criticality: Normal time available
Extend of communication required:
Normal communication

Establish bleed path Cognitive type: Action
Action type: Simple and distinct
Location: Main or auxiliary control
panel
Guidance: Procedure
Recoverability: Immediately
recoverable
Workload: Normal
Time criticality: Extensive time
available
Extend of communication required:
Normal communication
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parentheses give the UNSAT number and the number of data
points.

The F&B's HEPs calculated by the three different data analysis
approaches are 3.9E-2 [19], 6.1E-2 [23], and 1.9E-2 [16]. The factors
Table 6
Contexts used in Nelsons' analysis (basic context) and Chang's analysis (basic context pl

TOE Basic Context

Monitoring Cognitive type: Monitoring/Detection
Information source: Computer

Detection mode: Procedure directed monitoring
Signal: Distinctive change
Workload: Concurrent demands
Time criticality: Normal time available
Extend of communication required: Extensive communication within th
control room
Other factors: None

Deciding Cognitive type: Deciding
Decision basis: Procedure
Familiarity: Standard
Uncertainty: Clear
Workload: Concurrent demands
Time criticality: Normal time available
Extend of communication required: Extensive communication within th
control room
Other factors: None

Action Cognitive type: Action
Action type: Order (i.e., perform actions in sequence)
Location: Main or auxiliary control panel
Guidance: Procedure
Recoverability: Recoverable with significant efforts
Workload: Concurrent demands
Time criticality: Normal time available
Extend of communication required: Extensive communication within th
control room
Other factors: None
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contributing to the HEP differences include the use of prior HEPs in
the Bayesian update approach, different assumptions about the
context resulting in differences in the data points used for analysis,
and different definitions in the scope of the F&B.

4.2. Case study: HuREX

The HuREX data collected so far include reliability data extrac-
ted from both analog and digital instrumentation-and-control
(I&C)-based MCRs. To concretely explain the proposed method,
this case study restricts its focus on the data collected from an
APR1400 simulator with a fully digitalizedMCR to estimate the F&B
HEP for an APR1400 PRA.

4.2.1. Event description
The event analyzed was a F&B operation during a loss of all

feedwater accident. When a reactor trip occurred, the operators
quickly recognize that the water levels of two steam generators
(SGs) are less than a setpoint and lowering. These symptoms lead
the operators to transfer to a loss of all feedwater (LOAF) procedure
owing to an event-based diagnosis (ED) procedure that consists of a
series of flowcharts to identify the nature of an accident in progress.
When the operators enter the LOAF procedure, one of the proce-
dural steps instructs them to check the operation of auxiliary
feedwater (AFW) systems. At this point, since all of the AFW sys-
tems are not available, the operators have to confirm the integrity
of the RCS heat removal function. If the SG level is low and the pilot
valves are opened, operators supply electric power to the pressur-
izer safety valves using a power switch in a cabinet outside theMCR
and manually open the safety valves. From timeline analysis, it was
revealed that the temporal success criterion is 40min, and the level
of the SG lowers 20 min after the reactor trip.

The APR1400 procedures provide detailed instructions on
handling this accident; Fig. 6 depicts the procedure flow tomitigate
the event. The reactor trips soon after the loss of all feedwater, after
which operators then enter the ED procedure immediately to
us expanded context).

Expanded Context (Basic Context plus the Following Specified Context)

e

All indicator-related sources, including meters, indication lights, flags, and
computers
"knowledge-driven monitoring"
e

"normal"
"extensive time available"

e "normal communication"

All “other factors"
e

"skill"
e

e

"normal"
"extensive time available"

e "normal communication"

All “other factors"
e

e

e

e

e

"normal"
"expensive time available"

e "normal communication"

All “other factors"
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identify the accident type and to transfer to the corresponding
response procedure for that event, e.g., the LOAF procedure in this
case. The 10th step of the LOAF procedure directs the operators to
check the SG water levels to determine whether to transfer to the
F&B procedure. In the F&B procedure, the 7th step instructs the
supply of electric power to the safety valves, the 9th step directs the
manual opening of the safety valves, and the 10th step provides an
action list to review the results of the F&B operation.

4.2.2. Task analysis and HEP quantification
The HEP of the F&B is calculated based on the critical PTs

identified from the procedural steps that contain the actions and
procedure transitions critical to implement the F&B. The blue cir-
cles in Fig. 6 indicate the critical procedural steps. There are four
critical steps. The 7th step and 9th step in the F&B procedure
contain the component manipulation PTs relevant to the HFE's
success criteria. The 5th step of the ED procedure and the 10th step
of the LOAF procedure have the PTs required to transfer to the F&B
procedure. The instructions in the critical procedural steps are
described in Table 7. Among the instructions, some instructions
were not thought to be significant to the procedure flow for the F&B
operation (e.g., the 4th and 5th instructions in the 10th step of the
LOAF procedure and the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th instructions in the 7th
step of the F&B procedure); hence, those instructions were not
analyzed. For example, evacuating workers in a containment
building, which is described in the 7th step of the F&B procedure, is
a very important action from aworker safety perspective. However,
this action is not associated with the success criteria of the given
HFE. Once the important instructions are selected, they are
decomposed into the PTs defined by the HuREX framework. The last
column of Table 7 shows the critical PTs.

For quantifying the PEPs of the PTs identified in Table 7, the
states of the PIF variables are determined based on Table 4. As an
example, Table 8 lists the critical PTs extracted from the 7th step of
the F&B procedure with related PIF variables and states. Based on
decision trees such as in Fig. 4, the HEP of the critical PTs (i.e., PEP),
which is the product of a critical PT's nominal PEP and the PIF
multipliers on the critical PT, is derived. The PEPs calculated for this
event are shown in the last column of Table 8. In this case study, all
recoveries from self or peer review activities are assumed to be
possible. The total PEP of the critical PTs of the F&B HFE is 7.79E-02,
which is the HEP without consideration of the other kinds of error
recovery.

To calculate the recovery failure probability for the F&B HEP, the
time available and required, the STA availability, and the procedural
steps for recovery were analyzed. The time available is about
20 min; hence, it is infeasible for error recoveries by the mecha-
nisms of shift change, recheck plant status, and STA monitoring.
The apparent cue was also not available in this situation. However,
there is a separate step in the related procedure to check the results
of the F&B operation, giving a probability of error recovery of 0.5.
Fig. 6. Procedural path from accident initia
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Therefore, the final HEP of F&B was quantified as 3.89E-02 (¼
7.79E-2 � 0.5).

5. Discussion and conclusion

5.1. HEP estimation using simulator data

In this paper, we presented different approaches to demonstrate
the use of SACADA and HuREX data to estimate the HEPs of the F&B
operation. The two systems acquire their data from simulator
training sessions using different data taxonomies. Therefore, there
are distinguishable differences in how to use the data to calculate
HEPs.

SACADA relies on the scenario developers to define the TOEs'
scopes; thus, the scopes are subject to the variability between
scenario developers. This practice consequently affects HRA ana-
lysts in specifying the TOEs to calculate HEPs. One mechanism to
reduce variability is by providing TOE examples from the SACADA
database to scenario developers and HRA analysts. HuREX takes a
different approach by identifying PTs explicitly according to the
procedure instructions and providing comprehensive and detailed
guidelines to identify the critical PTs from the procedures. In
comparison, SACADA's TOE selection is more flexible but prone to
analyst-to-analyst variability, while HuREX's critical PT selection is
rigorous and, therefore, less subject to analyst-to-analyst
variability.

Second, the demonstrated SACADA approach to calculate the
F&B HEP directly analyzes the SACADA database by applying
different analysis techniques. HuREX's way of calculating HEPs, on
the other hand, does not analyze the HuREX data directly. Instead,
HuREX data are pre-analyzed to generate decision trees for HEP
calculation. The pre-generated decision trees include the nominal
HEPs of the PTs and the effects of the PIFs on human reliability. To
calculate the HEP of an HFE, the HRA analysts follow HuREX's rules
to identify the critical PTs and the PIFs, and then apply the pre-
generated decision trees to calculate the relevant HEPs. The two
different approaches are driven by the ways that the SACADA and
HuREX data are collected. SACADA data are entered by nuclear
plant staff in simulator training, thereby the size of the database
growswhen simulator training is conducted. HuREX data collection
relies on analysts examining the simulator sessions in the formats
of videos and simulator logs, etc. The data collection approach
maximizes the generation of data points for statistical analysis.
With sufficient data, SACADA's data analysis approach can be more
fit to calculate HFEs in specific contexts. The HuREX data analysis
approach can generate HEPs with simulator data from a relatively
small set of scenarios.

Finally, SACADA demonstrates three HEP calculation methods,
while HuREX shows the use of PTerror probabilities, PIF effects, and
error recovery to calculate HEPs. Both systems have intentions to
explore other data analysis techniques, perform additional
tion to F&B operation in the APR1400.



Table 7
Instructions of the critical steps in the F&B operation and their primitive tasks.

Procedure, step Instruction index Instruction Primitive Task(s)

ED, 5 1 Goal: Check SG level RP e entering the succeeding step in the procedure
2 Is the SG level lower than

30%? (if yes, go to the LOAF
procedure, otherwise, go to
step #6 of the ED
procedure)

RP e directing information acquisition
IG e comparing parameters
RP e transferring steps

LOAF, 10 1 Goal: Check heat removal
from SG

RP e entering the succeeding step in the procedure

2 Check if the SG level is
lower than 1%; if
unsatisfied, go to the
contingency action part

RP e directing information acquisition
IG e comparing parameters
RP e transferring steps

3 Go to the 1st step of F&B
procedure

RP e transferring the procedure

4 Check if the RCS cooling
tube temperature is
lowering

(Not important instruction)

5 Go to the 1st step of F&B
procedure if the
temperature is raising
quickly

(Not important instruction)

F&B,7 1 Goal: Ready the feed-and-
bleed

RP e entering the succeeding step in the procedure

2 Ready the feed and bleed by
conduct the followings

(Not important instruction)

3 Evacuate the workers in the
containment

(Not important instruction)

4 Verify the safety valves are
operable

(Not important instruction)

5 Supply power to the safety
valves

RP e directing contact with outside the MCR
EX e communicating with outside the MCR
EX e local simple control

F&B,9 1 Goal: Initiate feed-and-
bleed

RP e entering the succeeding step in the procedure

2 If a leak alarm of the safety
valves has activated and the
discharge temperature is
higher than 160�;

RP e directing information acquisition
IG e verifying alarms
RP e directing information acquisition
IG e comparing parameters

3 Then manually open the
safety valves

RP e directing manipulation (discrete)
EX e simple (discrete) control

Table 8
PIF variable evaluation and PEP estimates for the PTs in the 7th step of the F&B procedure.

Procedure, step Instruction index PTs PIF variables and their states PEP

F&B,7 0 RP e entering the succeeding step in the procedure � PT type: Entering the succeeding step in the procedure 6.76E-04
� Urgent additional task: False

F&B,7 1(3) RP e directing contact with outside the MCR � PT type: Directing contact with outside the MCR 6.76E-04
� Change of procedure: False
� Negative plant state check: False
� Urgent additional task: False

EX e communicating with outside the MCR � PT type: Communicating with outside the MCR 1.21E-02
� Multiple IE: False
� Caution for manipulation: Provided or Not required
� - Task attention: Attentive

EX e local simple control � PT type: Simple manipulation 4.47E-03
� Complexity of interface in local controller: Low
� Training level of local operators: High
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analyses, and acquire additional data to advance the use of simu-
lator data for HEP estimates and enhance the data basis of HRA.
5.2. Insights on the differences in the HEP estimates of the F&B HFE

The case study exemplified the data use processes for estimating
the HEPs of the F&B HFEs. The HEPs quantified from HuREX and
SACADA data had differences of up to a factor of 3.2. This section
discusses the main contributors to the difference.
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First, the plant types, the I&Cs, and the procedures in the MCRs
where the case study was conducted were different between the
HuREX and SACADA approaches. In this paper, the SACADA data
were from a Westinghouse type reactor, which has an analog I&C
MCR. Therefore, human events were analyzed assuming a situation
that occurred in a similar type of power plant. For example, SACADA
analyses assumed that the operators recognize the need for F&B
from the monitoring of the CSFST. The HuREX data on the other
handwere from an APR1400 plant, which has a fully digitalized I&C
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MCR, and the data was used for estimating the F&B event in the
APR1400. In this analysis, operators recognize the need for F&B
from step 10 of the LOAF procedure.

Second, the contextual factors applied to the HEP estimations,
such as time and manemachine interfaces, were not the same. For
example, one of the SACADA analyses assumed that the factor of
time available is normal or extensive. On the other hand, the HuREX
analysis evaluated the scenario in which the time margin for the
HFE was relatively shorter than other kinds of scenarios.

Third, the human actions that crews must perform were
different. For example, the APR1400 required a local operator to
supply power for the valve operation to implement F&B, while the
Westinghouse plant did not need local action.

Because of the above contributors, it is difficult to explicitly
compare the effectiveness of the two quantification approaches or
the safety levels of the operating systems from the difference in the
HEP values. However, this case study revealed some considerations
in applying simulator data to estimate HEPs. First, it is important to
define the scope of an HFE. In Chang and Nelson's analyses of
SACADA data, they assumed the F&B event was detected by
monitoring the CSFST. In the HuREX analysis, the initiation of the
F&B event was by concluding the loss of all feedwater accidents in
the ED procedure. The differences in cues affect the F&B scopes
between the analyses, including the critical tasks for analysis;
hence, it is necessary to establish guidelines for determining the
scope of the human actions to be assessed.

Second, it is important to define the PT/TOE units or human
errors in the HFE. The PTs in the HuREX systems are defined with
more detailed tasks than the TOEs of SACADA. Detailed task defi-
nitions are useful to have clear specifications on the error mecha-
nisms of the HEPs. However, there is also a risk that the
quantification results may be too conservative unless the recovery
possibilities of detailed tasks are properly considered.

Finally, after critical PTs or TOEs are identified for an HFE, the
ways that the numeric information extracted from the simulator
data can affect the HEP estimates should be considered. As
mentioned earlier, the SACADA case study showed three different
ways to calculate the HEP of the same TOE. The HuREX case utilized
the results of regression analysis to calculate the HEP of each PT. It
should be reasonable and trackable to select data related to a given
TOE and TOE context and to calculate the HEP based on the data.
Thus, it is beneficial to develop guidance on how to use the data in
the future.

5.3. Additional issue

Several remaining research issues in the two quantification ap-
proaches presented in this study need to be discussed. The SACADA
and HuREX data collected so far consist of data extracted from
simulators of specific plants with limited data quantity. Therefore, it
is necessary to verify whether the statistics generated from the
collected data are sufficiently general. Additional data collection in
various environments and plants is required, and for this, multina-
tional and multi-disciplinary cooperation studies are necessary.

Although the two data collection systems include a significant
number of PIFs, a strong data basis can only be provided to the
extent that the data are available. For the contexts not covered by
typical simulator training (e.g., extreme conditions such as large
earthquakes and MCR fires or conditions demanding local actions),
other data sources such as expert judgment and literature that
provide relevant information would need to be researched to fill
the gap. For example, as pointed out in Ref. [30], for considering the
effect of some exceptional circumstances, the HEP quantified in this
study can be additionally multiplied by the PIF effects proposed by
existing HRA methods.
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It is also important to understand and quantify the uncertainties
hidden in the HEP estimates. The success/failure information in the
SACADA and HuREX data can be used to predict the parameter
uncertainties through Bayesian inference. For example, the HuREX
data were analyzed to estimate the HEPs or PIF effects through
Bayesian regression. In this situation, the predictive intervals of the
regression model can be the evidence for estimating the parameter
uncertainty of the HEP. However, it is necessary to understand the
sources of uncertainty and to characterize the detailed uncertainty
considering those sources. Basically, simulator data entails uncer-
tainty issues such as (1) variability of the tasks within the category
of PTs or macro-cognitive functions, (2) variability according to the
operator's performance characteristics relevant to personal ability
and operation/coordination style, and (3) the differences in oper-
ator performances from different scenarios. Greco et al. provide a
good guide on the treatment of uncertainties according to these
factors [32]. In addition, there is another kind of uncertainty factor
due to limitations in the HFE modeling, such as a lack of coherence
in the process of using the simulator data. As presented in this
study, various HEP quantification methods are available, and it is
beneficial to characterize the model uncertainty through compar-
ative studies of these quantification methods. The establishment of
a realistic and transparent quantification procedure is also expected
to help improve the effectiveness of simulator data use.
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